In the literature, limited work has been conducted to develop sentiment resources for Saudi dialect. The lack of resources such as dialectical lexicons and corpora are some of the major bottlenecks to the successful development of Arabic sentiment analysis models. In this paper, a semi-supervised approach is presented to construct an annotated sentiment corpus for Saudi dialect using Twitter. The presented approach is primarily based on a list of lexicons built by using word embedding techniques such as word2vec. A huge corpus extracted from twitter is annotated and manually reviewed to exclude incorrect annotated tweets which is publicly available. For corpus validation, state-of-the-art classification algorithms (such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, and Naive Bayes) are applied and evaluated. Simulation results demonstrate that the Naive Bayes algorithm outperformed all other approaches and achieved accuracy up to 91%.
Introduction
Sentiment analysis has gained a lot more research attention due to the emergence of social media. The principal goal of sentiment analysis is to classify text as positive, negative or neutral [10] . Sentiment analysis for Arabic language possesses different challenges compared to other languages such as dealing with Modern Standard Language (MSA) and Dialects that significantly varies from one region to another [18, 5] . Sentiment analysis is based on three main approaches: 1) Supervised approach. 2) Unsupervised approach and 3) Hybrid approach [13] . The supervised approach is based on a set of annotated messages (that is usually constructed manually [15, 3] ). The unsupervised approach is based on sentiment lexicon (which is often built automatically by exploiting English dictionaries such as Wordnet or Sentimentwordnet,etc) [8, 6] . The hybrid approach is a combination of these two [14, 19] . However, most of the existing related research works have concentrated more on dialects such as Egyptian, Levantine , Jordanian etc. In addition, the constructed resources are not publicly available. In this work a publicly available lexicons are developed based on word embedding This is a post-peer-review, pre-copyedit version of a paper published in Hussain A, Zhao H, Ren J, Zheng J, Liu C, Luo B & Zhao X (eds.) Advances in Brain Inspired Cognitive Systems. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 10989. BICS 2018: 9th International Conference on Brain Inspired Cognitive Systems, Xi'an, China, 07.07.2018-08.07.2018. Cham, Switzerland: Springer International Publishing, pp. 589-596. The final authenticated version is available online at: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-00563-4_57
for Saudi dialect (Dialect which suffers from a subsequent lack of works and studies). In addition, the developed lexicons are evaluated on a semi-supervised constructed corpus. The developed corpus is collected from Twitter, automatically annotated, and reviewed by a native Saudi dialect speaker. The resulted corpus contains 4000 messages (2000 positive and 2000 negative sentiments) 1 .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the developed novel corpus. Simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work with some future directions.
Related works
In this paper, two kind of resources are considered: 1)sentiment lexicons and 2) An annotated sentiment corpus. This section is divided into two parts, the first part presents related work on sentiment lexicon construction, whereas the second part presents the works on building and annotating corpus.
Sentiment lexicon construction
Approaches for building lexicons include, manual approach, dictionary-based approach, and corpus-based approach. Building lexicons manually is time consuming and requires more time and resource. In the dictionary-based approach, number of seeds words are collected manually and then utilized the synonym and antonym of the list using common dictionary such as WordNet. In the corpusbased approach, a seed list is used to extract the similar words from the corpus. To build lexicons for Arabic language, a number of techniques have been utilized in the literature. However, most of them have focused on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and other dialects such as Egyptian and Levantine, while only few researches studied building lexicons for Saudi dialect. El-Beltagy and Ali [11] proposed a lexicon-based method that learns the weights of the lexicon words from a large corpus of tweets. They reported the achieved accuracy up to 70%. However, it was based on Egyptian dialect. Abdul-Majeed etl [1] built a large scale multi-genre multi dialect Arabic sentiment lexicon and contains only two dialects Egyptian and Levantine. Furthermore, a large-scale Arabic Sentiment Lexicon (ArSenL) was proposed by Badaro et al. [9] . The authors constructed ArSenLis using a combination of English SentiWordnet (ESWN), Arabic Word-Net, and the Arabic Morphological Analyzer (AraMorph). However, it only covers MSA. Eskander elt in [12] followed the same approach in ArSenLis and built a Sentiment Lexicon for Standard Arabic SLSA. In the proposed approach, the authors linked an Arabic morphological analyzer Aramorph lexicon with Senti-WordNet and included MSA only. For Saudi dialect, there are some proposed lexicons such as Adayel and Azmi [4] for Saudi dialect lexicon. This lexicon contains only around 1500 terms. AraSenTi [3] developed an Arabic sentiment lexicons based on tweets called AraSenTi-Trans and AraSenTi-PMI. Assiri [7] built a large lexicon that contains 14,000 sentiment terms based on a pre-created lexicon developed by Badaro et al. [9] and encoded using the Buckwalter translation. It is to be noted that most of the aforementioned approaches focused on other dialects and ignored Saudi dialect. In addition, lexicons were built without using word-embedding.
Annotated corpus construction
The supervised approach depends essentially on the existence of annotated data. Most of the existing approaches adopt manual annotation; hence, develop a restricted corpus which lacks good generalization. Foe example, OCA corpus contains 500 Arabic comments (250 positive and 250 negative), manually preprocessed, then segmented, and root extracted with a tool dedicated to Arabic [17] . AWATIF is a multi-genre corpus containing 10 723 sentences in Arabic manually annotated in objective and subjective polarity and then annotated the subjective sentences in positive, negative or neutral [2] . ASTD used 10,000 Arab Tweets, annotated in objective and subjective polarities and mixed with annotators of Amazon Mechanical Turk [15] . AraSenTi-Tweet used 17 573 Saudi tweets, manually annotated into four classes (positive, negative, neutral and mixed) [3] . In contrast to aforementioned work, in this work word embedding has been used to extend a lexicon (composed from a set of seeds that we constructed manually). The sentiment corpus is constructed in a semi-supervised manner depending on the constructed lexicon. The validation of this corpus is performed using three different classifiers. The corpus is available online.
Data collection

Building Lexicon
We manually built the sentiment lexicon based on deep learning word embedding technique for Arabic language developed by [20] . It contains approximately 3000 words (1500 positive and 1500 negative). A group of seeds words were collected manually and annotated by an expert in the language. We searched for the similar words in the dictionary. Each word in the lexicon is assigned a similarity value from the word embedding. Any value below 60% similarity is excluded. To make this enrichment, we utilized AraVec which is a pre-trained Arabic word embedding model . It is trained using word2vec and includes data from Tweets, World Wide Web pages and Wikipedia articles. The total number of utlized tokens are approximately around 3 billion. The lexicon contains some words which were written incorrectly but they are very common. In dialect, people sometimes do not follow the writing standards or rules and use slang. This is more clear in negations. MSA contains some negations which could change the meaning from positive to negative and vice versa. However, users sometimes link the negation with the words. The existing Arabic stemmers find it difficult to deal with dialects. For example ( ) they combine them into ( ) which could be considered as different words. 
Building Corpus
Saudi people are one of the largest Twitter users. In Twitter, people express their opinions in few words and short sentences due to the restrictions in number of letters. Consequently, people try to create new ways to overcome this challenge. For example, they combine some phrase together such as " " contains negation " " and word " " which means like to become " " without space. This is challenging because most of the available Arabic NLP tools fail in stemming the dialects. In order to build the corpus, the approach presented in [16] is followed. In this case we collected approximately 15000 tweets and classified them into positive and negative polarities. The adopted approach first separated the tweets into two classes: positive and negative based on a list of strong emoticons such as heart, devil, etc. Figure 1 illustrates the different steps of building the corpus. The preprocessing steps include (1) Normalization: Where we removed any punctuations in the corpus that includes 'Tashkeel'. (2) Remove mentions such as names, retweets etc. Based on the constructed lexicon, we extracted tweets containing sentiments words. (3) Remove longation, in order to delete repeated letters. However, the suppression begin with more than two repeated letters (because we could find words with two repeated letters like " " and " ").Finally, the collected data were annotated manually into two different classes positive and negative. For annotation, the annotators followed some guidelines for annotating the tweets such as, it should hold an opinion ( ) "A really great decision"
the speaker expresses emotion ( ) "I am in love with Apple devices"
does not include news ( ) "According to the reporter, a terrible accident took place in Alaqaba road" etc.
The resulted dataset contains 4000 tweets classified as 2000 positive and 2000 negative. Table 2 . presents few examples from our dataset. In addition, Table 3 shows some statistics regarding the corpus. For the experiment part, we divided our corpus into training and testing using 5 cross validation and Stratified K-Folds cross-validator. In addition, Term frequency-Inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is used for feature extraction.
For lexicon, only words having more that 60% similarity with initial our seed words are used.
Classification
Four different classifiers (Logistic-Regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Stochastic Gradient Descent Classifier (SGD), and Naive Bayes) were applied to the annotated corpus. For evaluation, f1 Score, precision and recall performance are used. The tf-idf for the annotated corpus are calculated and classified. Table  4 shows the achieved result of the first experiment. In the second experiment, constructed lexicon are considered and improved results are presented in Table  5 . It can be seen that Naive Bayes classifier achieved the best accuracy in both f1 score and precision 89% and 90% respectively, where Logistics Regression achieved the highest score in recall with 89%. Adding lexicon features in the second experiment showed a slight improve in the accuracy. Naive Bayes achieved the best accuracy with an increase of 1% in f1-score and precision respectively where Logistic Regression had around 1 % increase in recall and achieving 90% .
Conclusion
In this paper, a semi-supervised approach is presented to construct an annotated sentiment corpus from Saudi tweets. In addition, word embedding techniques such as word2vec are exploited to build a lexicon and annotate the corpus. A set of experiments based on different classification algorithms are conducted. Simulation results demonstrate that the Naive Bayes classifier achieved the best precision of 91%, revealing the benefits of using word embedding technique for building the lexicon. There are still few challenges to be addressed such as processing for different dialects and limited resources (e.g. PoS tagging, stemming etc.). In addition, there are some linguistic features which require more investigation such as negations. Hence, the future work includes the investigation of linguistic features and development of algorithms to better deal with these features.
